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Resolve Match Results

When Restricted Party Screening (RPS)  
is conducted, if there is a potential  
match resulted, the Screener can elect  
one of 3 options to help manage the  
results:

• Clear

• Action

• Escalate

Clear: is used when a potential match  
is confirmed as not being a match.

Action: is used to note an activity that  
needs to be taken, such as ‘check date  
of birth’ or ‘verify address’ or other  
criteria to affirm if the result is a true  
match.

Escalate: is used to promote the results  
for review by another  
individual/department (e.g., UECP).



To “Clear” Match Results

To clear results:

1. Click the box to the right of the  
result.

2. Add notes in the comment field,  
(i.e., name does not match).

3. Then click the “save only” button.

Clear:

is used when none of the potential  
matches is in question and can be  
eliminated as not a concern, the  
Screener can “clear” these results. This  
will prevent these results from  
appearing in a future automated re-
screening of that name on the list it  
resulted in. Only if the name appears  
on a different list will the automated re-
screening generate a report for that RPS  
record.
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To “Action” Match Results

This helps the Screener record  
additional steps that need to be taken to  
affirm if the result is a true match. This  
step also is stored for audit purposes to  
show due diligence was taken in  
reviewing the potential match.

To set an ‘action’ to results:

1. Click the box to the right of the  
result.

2. Add notes in the comment field,  
(i.e., verify middle initial).

3. Then click the “save only” button.

Action:

is used when the Screener needs to take  
additional action, such as check the date  
of birth or verify an address or middle  
initial/name.
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To “Escalate” Match Results

To set an ‘escalation’ to results:

1. Click the box to the right of the  
result that needs review.

2. Add notes in the comment field,  
(i.e., review reference #s  
DPL000215, LEIE57321, and  
LEIE57322).

3. Then click the “save and notify”  
button.

Escalate:

is used when the Screener is unable to  
clear the result directly and needs a  
supervisor or the UECP to review the  
match.
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To “Escalate” Match Results

Send Notification:

After clicking the “Send and Notify” button a dialog box will appear for entering the email  
address(es) that the Screener wants the notification to go to. Additional comments can be  
shared in the “notations” box. When ready, click the “Mail” button to send the message.

A “NOTIFICATION SENT” message will briefly appear to the right of the comment box for  
the “result match results” expansion box.

Check LEIE57321; I believe it is a true match.

export@email.arizona.edu

Please advise. Record LEIE57321 is a true match.

mailto:export@email.arizona.edu


Email Notification

Please review; potential match.

If the Screener selected only certain records, it will show the number of records selected  
out of the total number of potential matches resulted. The records selected are  
summarized below this header

When the email notification  
is sent, the body of the email  
will appear like the screen  
capture to the left.

The subject line of the email  
will state “Resolution  
Services – Status  
Notification”

The from line will be the  
email address of the  
Screener.

--------------------------------

The recipient will be able to  
briefly see the records  
selected in the email.
However, to resolve the  
match someone with  
administrative rights to  
“Incident Manager” will  
need to ‘clear’ the hit.



Practice Makes Perfect!



RPS Example #1

“No Matching Records”
✓ Okay to proceed with Agreement



Example #2

Use Discernment – UECP Does Not Need to See All Country Warning Results

“No Matching Records”
✓ Okay to proceed



Name does not match  
Clear results

Example #3



Location and AKA verified  
100% Match
Escalate to UECP

Example #4


